Michael Jackson's nephew, Randy Jackson Jr.
Stars in New Teen Drama
July 27, 2012
LOS ANGELES (RPRN) 07/27/12 — Drama
has a new address!
Join the students of affluent Princeton Gates
in their struggles and victories. Michael
Jackson's nephew Randy Jackson Jr teams
with sisters Bobbie and Jordan DeBarge in
this groundbreaking series. Randy Jackson
Jr. plays the charismatic Brent and Bobbie
DeBarge plays the gorgeous Ashley.
Equally stunning and captivating, Tara,
played by Jordan DeBarge, spices up
Princeton Gates with wit and charm. The
musical and theatrical talents of both
families are on full display as Jackson and the DeBarges show the adventures of life as young
wealthy African Americans, with a world of endless opportunities.

The sizzling pilot has been completed with much anticipation and interest from major networks. Never
before has American television stepped into the world of rich multicultural youth learning life's lessons
with style! Every episode will bring their diverse experiences to living rooms across America.
Brought to you by Ruby Eagle Productions, with Executive Producers Lakshmi Entertainment,
Princeton Gates will take teen drama to new heights!
http://www.askdrnandi.com
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